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About This Game

Someone can think that one man can’t win a war. During the game you will see the opposite.
You have to confront hordes of enemy infantry and military equipment. Advance your cannon

to stand a siege. For fallen soldiers receive munificent reward which you can spend on
powerful weapons. Fight in any weather for your home. It's time to show them who is the

real hero of the war!

Key features:
* Arsenal of powerful weapons to fight enemies!

* The opportunity to upgrade your gun directly during the game!
* Change of locations will not let you get bored!

* Difficult bosses - try to kill them!
* Atmospheric music!
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very game fun. Smooth lighting graphics, The Boom and the Audio Commentary during gameplay is Awesome. When i first
bought this game i thought its was a racingg game to survive to win by blowing the hell out of other racers lol. But instead, it is
more like a sport combat game where we drive these hover tanks mounted with Large Cannons trying to get a robotic ball from
it's position and of those that dropped it after getting destroyed blasting your way through into the opponent goal post to score is
fun. Haven;t come across any game like this before. Never I try single player yet but ONLINE EXPERIMENCE is fun. :D
TeamPlay :). Like my review of The Houchi Play, don't let my Steam play time fool you. I spent a great deal of time playing
Maid San back on XBox 360 Indie Games.

Maid san's Caving Adventure feels like a lost Turbo Grafx 16 game to me. Back when platformer titles were king and game
developers were still trying to figure out different ways to approach the subject. Maid San has two strengths available to her; the
ability to jump really high and the power to cower in fear. She does so traversing a series of caves, as the title might lead you to
believe, while collecting stars and avoiding the Benar - a subterranian humanoid race with a penchant for wooden clubs and
cigarettes.

Avoid the Benar when you can, and tremble before them when you can't. Collect stars and clear the stage as fast and efficiently
as you can (scoring is based on a myriad of factors including the number of steps and jumps you've performed).

In that regard, there is a optimal playthrough for each level.

All told the sprite graphics are very well done and serve their purpose nicely. For $2 you really can't go wrong. Its a fun,
pleasant, retro game with some unique mechanics.. Wow! What a fooking game. If you are a fan of roguelikes then you will
most likely love this game. The art style is great and is also pretty customizable from the options the dev included in the game.
Great music and sound which is pretty rare in the roguelike genre. You can even play with a controller for the most part, but
yeah I've really just started to play but I'm already in love and if you're into this sort of game you'll probably love it too. :)

I'll try and type up a "real" review once I play more.. I didn't think I would enjoy this kind of game but I was very pleasantly
surprised!

There are many aspects to this game that make it super entertaining like the blend of the awesome music as well as the beautiful
graphics and art style that the devs have used in the game.

The controls are a bit tricky which is exactly what gets me drawn to these kinds of games as I love a challenge! Also, there is
just something about having to beat your previous score that mysteriously draws you back to these kinds of games.

Playing this game is a definite must - especially considering it's been produced by an Indie Developer AND from South Africa -
not really a country that comes to mind when you think of gaming..

Well done to the devs :D A big yes from me!. I know this game is old but it was my child hood, and it was probably one of the
best series i played i totally would reccomend getting this game, i promise it wont be a waste of your time
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Avid Minecraft\/Terraria player here:
Absolutely love the game so far. I can't believe I never heard of it until just a couple days ago, shortly after the release date.
There's so much to do and learn, it brings so much excitement to the game. Of course there are bugs, but the developer is always
responding to them. But if you think the bugs are too much of an issue, please don't give up on this just yet - save it until the
patch updates.. I like this game for 3 reasons.

1. It has cool maps and enviornments for your character to roam around and kill people in.

2. Classes that fit in wih the game and that have their own unique attacks, style, and look.

3. It's a fun challenging game for everyone to play for everyone to play.

I recommend this game to everyone who likes these types of games or who jut like playing games. It's a great game but it just
needs help growing. This is what this review and the other reviews are for.. first of all i like the game. but it's so god damn
broken you just can't really do stuff and feel good about it!
30/60fps is still kinda broken on 60 fps enemys are sometime so fast you can't survive their attacks
the game crashes randomly
etv. Having played the original countless times on the Nintendo SNES since the 9yrs old, I was extremely delighted to find the
port to Steam. Game-play & music is just as good as it was during the 90's. Also, this one brings a fantastic feeling of nostalgia
and the extreme challenge that only the old-school players could face back then. Replaying this title brought back many
memories as I relived my childhood on the Jim Power. My God!... Yes, this is worth it!. This seems like a cool game akin to
Guns of Icarus Online, but bugs, lack of proper tutorial and few servers and players make it all moot. I don't know which came
first (this or GoI), but in either case, it looks like AirBuccaneers is on the losing side :-/. Eddie Gluskin is my supreme
gentleman <3. This game is just unpolished. Good program, cool developer.
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